PROJECT INFORMATION

Framework:
• Interreg Va (DE/DK)
• Priority 1: Innovation

Dates:
• Approval: June, 25th 2015
• Start: July, 1st 2015
• Funding Period: 48 Months

Finance:
• Budget of 3,000,000 €
• Funding Scheme: 60%

Goal:
• Innovation boost in the field of clean energy
• Establishment of a sustainable cross-border network
PROJECT PARTNERS
Services

Cross-border Clean Energy Innovation
Get help to activate your innovation potential and identify innovative ideas...

Industrial Energy Symbiosis
Make benefits through a symbiosis between you and other companies...

Patent Analysis and Technology Outlook
Get competitive advantages and identify future trends...
Services

Cross-border forum for Energy Efficiency
Use first-hand insights of our network to overcome challenges...

Energy Craftsmen Business
Create growth and extended knowledge in your company...

Energy Map
Find partners for your business...
Contact:

- Lars Kaiser
- Tel.: +49 4841 8010-17
- kaiser@flensburg.ihk.de